
NAVIGATION SOFTWARE
iGO Primo 990 Series TRUCK

BLAUPUNKT Competence Center Car Multimedia
Evo-Sales GmbH, Hastenbecker Weg 33 - 31785 Hameln/Deutschland
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Start of sales:

February 2019

Order numbers:

2 010 019 000 001
EAN 4 260 499 851 712
(12 month free map update)

2 010 019 000 006
EAN 4 260 499 851 910
(24 month free map update)

Highlights

• Truck navigation with consideration of vehicle parameters & rest periods
• Dynamic navigation congestion avoidance with live traffic by TomTom

• Map data and POI (Points Of Interest) for Europe (47 countries)
• Different routing profiles (short, fast, optimal, easy)
• Customizable avoidances (toll, ferry, highways, ...)
• Direct coordinates input
• Smart suggestions for frequently used destinations
• Picture Navigation (select destination via geotags from pictures)

• Map display selectable (northwards, direction of travel, various scales, 2D / 3D)
• Automatic zoom
• 3D illustration of landscapes and buildings
• TTS announcements (announcement of street names, route information, traffic 

disruptions and more)

• Free update guarantee for 12 or 24 months (depending on variant )
• Easy update & additional maps via PC
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The truck navigation allows you to enter the dimensions of your vehicle so as to avoid routes that are not suitable for the 
vehicle. Also, driving times can be set for multiple drivers.

Comprehensive online services such as traffic and weather:
With the help of online real-time traffic data, the new iGO primo navigation helps you to better manage traffic congestions, as 
well as slow traffic. The data is as up-to-date and accurate as you may know it from navigation apps on your mobile phone. 
Simply connect the device via Wifi with your mobile phone hotspot and it will automatically download the traffic data. Do you 
want to know what the weather is like on the track or at the destination? With the online services no problem at all.

If you are not in such a hurry, turn off the highways in the routing options or change the route from "fast" to "optimal". With 
numerous functions, you can customize the route to your liking, you can also set up avoidance to save tolls or avoid ferries.

No destination address available? If you do not know the exact address of a destination or if it is off-roads, you can also set it 
using coordinates or select a destination directly on the map. Also you can enter the destination by using geotags from photos 
of your last visit to a place, simply inserting a USB stick with the photos into the device.

With several million POIs from all over Europe, you'll find every attraction, a gas station on the route, a car park near the finish, 
or a restaurant on your route.

If you go often to the same destination but can not remind the route, the smart destination memory will help you with 
suggestions of the last destinations, prefixed with destinations that may be a potential destination of your current journey,
according to your habits.

Auto Zoom: Depending on the speed and environment, the zoom level is adjusted automatically. If you drive a longer distance 
on a road and no turning maneuvers are needed, the map view is automatically zoomed out to give you a better overview of the 
route. There are several options available to customize the view to your liking - whether you prefer the view north warded or 
want to view your route in 3D- all of this is easy to customize.

Sightseeing before traveling to your destination? No problem, see photorealistic Buildings in 3D, even before you go on 
vacation.

With the new TTS announcements, you can have the complete route read to you and receive information on traffic congestion. 
Of course, street names can also be read aloud, as well as announcements that are based on conspicuous points - "turn right at 
the traffic light" or "turn left in front of the petrol station". Gone are the days where you only hear "turn left in 100 meters". Of 
course you can also change the voice, so no names are announced and the announcements are shortened.

Depending on the package receive free updates of the map data for 12 or 24 months. To be prepared for future updates and 
additional data, the software is offered on a 16GB memory card. Further contents, which go beyond the scope of supply, can 
be acquired additionally - a new purchase of the navigation memory card is not necessary for this.
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With included historical traffic data and time-dependent driving bans, the route is calculated correctly at any time even 
without a mobile Internet connection.

With the help of online real-time traffic data, the new iGO primo navigation helps you to better manage traffic 
congestions, as well as slow traffic. The data is as up-to-date and accurate as you may know it from navigation apps on 
your mobile phone. Simply connect the device via Wifi with your mobile phone hotspot and it will automatically 
download the traffic data.
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Type: iGO primo (Android), TRUCK Navigation

Map/ POI data: Andorra, Albania, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Gibraltar, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Iceland, Kosovo, Croatia, Liechtenstein, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, 
Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, 
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Czech Republic, Turkey, Ukraine, 
Hungary, Vatican , United Kingdom, Belarus

Navigation languages: Arabic, Bulgarian, Danish (TTS), German (TTS), English (GB) (TTS), English (US), Estonian, 
Finnish, Flemish, French (TTS), Greek, Hebrew, Italian (TTS), Catalan, Croatian, Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Dutch, Norwegian, Polish (TTS), Portuguese (TTS), Romanian, Russian, 
Swedish, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish (TTS), Czech, Turkish (TTS), Ukrainian, 
Hungarian (TTS)
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Map data/ POI data: 47 countries (TomTom)
Dynamic navigation (congestion avoidance): Yes (TomTom Live Traffic)
Weather information: Yes
Time- dependent routing: Yes
Cross- country routing: Yes
TTS (read street names/ other information): Yes (selected languages)
North warded map view: Yes (2D)
2D map display: Yes (3 levels)
3D map display: Yes (3 levels)
3D city maps: Yes (selected cities)
3D sights: Yes
3D buildings: Yes
Free zoom: Yes (in route overview)
Overview zoom during navigation: Yes
Auto Zoom: Yes
Lane Assistant: Yes
Premium POI (Points Of Interest): Yes
Realistic crossing view: Yes
Realistic tunnel view: Yes
Smart destination memory: Yes
Favorites memory: Yes
Routes memory: Yes
Coordinates support: Yes (GG.GGGGG, GG MM.MMM, GG MM SS.S, UTM)
Geotag support: Yes
Display speed limits: Yes
Display warning signs: Yes
Vehicle profiles Yes (7)
Configurable vehicle profiles: Yes
Vehicle parameter support: Yes (length, width, height, trailer, axles, maximum permissible weight, 

actual weight, freight)
Set max. speed warning: Yes
Rest times: Yes (number of drivers, continuous travel time, break time, daily travel 

time, advance warning, display of the current time)
Demo mode: Yes (demo routes, own route)
Guaranteed map updates: Yes, free for 12 or 24 months, depending on the variant
Data carrier: MicroSD, 16GB (included)
Speed trap alert: optional via www.naviextras.com
Additional map data: optionally via www.naviextras.com
Online map updates: several times a year via www.naviextras.com

Updates and further extras, including for countries and functions not included in the purchase, can be obtained from the 
TOOLBOX software available for Windows. More information at www.naviextras.com .
The included map data may be older than the currently available data, time period for the free map updates counts from the 
first GPS reception (first start of the software).If you use the online services, you may be charged by your Internet service
provider.


